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cialiy to the teaching of the young.    The Bible was the
foundation on which they built; but, besides this, they
did not neglect the study of Ovid, Vergil, Horace, and
Terence, of Plutarch, Sallust, Thucydides,  and  Hero-
dotus,   Nor were they entirely ignorant of Plato, Ari-
stotle, and Cicero.     From Deventer as a centre their
schools spread first over Holland, then  into Belgium,
Germany, and France.    The school at Herzogenbusch
had 1,200 scholars, that of^Zwolle i/ooo.   «*The spjrit of
this saintly brotherhood still speaks to us in the' Imitation
of Christ/ probably written by Thomas of Kempen, who
breathed into his book the essence of their simplicity and
self-denial.    They improved the teaching of Latin both in
method and correctness, and published an encyclopedia
of geography and history containing everything which
it was necessary for a student to know.    During the
fifteenth century they were indisputably at the head of
education in the north of Europe.    Their end is very
pathetic.    The spread of the art of printing took away
their chief source of income, that of copying feooks;
as they had supplanted the learning of the m^nks by a
better teaching, so they were**not*able to stand against the
reviving light of humanism.    The 'Epistolas Obscurorum
Virorum/ the wittiest squib of the Middle Ages, which
did much to secure the victory of the new learning, are
written in the name of the brothers of Deventer.    But
before they perished they had given to the world their
most distinguished scholar, Desiderius  Erasmus,  who,
living in an age of transition and sympathising with that
which was departing and with that which had not yet
come, linked together, as no one else could have done,
the new learning with the old.    We stand now at the
threshold of the Renaissance.
The study of the humanities, that is, of the Greek

